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Abstract: This study attempts to secure the message by using the new method of compression in which the
form of the message is completely changed and it is protected against the passive attack so that the sender and
receiver of the information are only the hosts who can understand the encoding scheme. In unsecured channels
like wireless, the messages are vulnerable to be read by the unauthorized third parity person, for that reason
they must be protected. The method can be used for any language but the concentration of the paper is on the
security of Chinese message, so that it using Unicode and needs so many bits to be represented in the computer.
The Compression is not only useful because it helps for reducing the consumption of expensive resources, such
as hard disk space or transmission bandwidth, especially the message that will be send is always saved as the
Rich Text file format that has so many overheads and increases the size of original message, but it also used
for encoding the message which is exploited for the security.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decade we have been witnessing a
transformation_some call it a revolution, in the way we
communicate, and the process is still under the way. This
transformation includes ever present, ever growing
Internet, the explosive development of mobile
communications; and ever increasing importance of video
communication. Data compression is one of the enabling
technologies for each of these aspects of the multimedia
revolution, (Sayood, 2000).

The compression algorithms can be classified broadly
in two categories. Lossless algorithms: which can
reconstruct the original message exactly from the
compressed message, and lossy algorithms which can
only reconstruct an approximation of the original
message.Lossless algorithms are typically used for text,
and lossy for images and sound where a little bit of loss in
resolution is often undetectable, or at least acceptable
(Umesh and Trivedi, 2011).

Data compression is often referred to as coding,
where coding is a very general term encompassing any
special representation of data which satisfies a given need.
Information theory is defined to be the study of efficient
coding and its consequences, in the form of speed of
transmission and probability of error. Data compression
may be viewed as a branch of information theory in which
the primary objective is to minimize the amount of data to
be transmitted. The purpose of this paper is to present and
analyze new data compression algorithm and applying
this algorithm to the email message written in Chinese
language. 

A simple characterization of data compression is that
it involves transforming a string of characters in some
representation (such as Unicode) into a new string (i.e., of
bits) which contains the same information but whose
length is as small as possible (Debra et al., 1987).

Data compression is particularly useful in
communications because it enables devices to transmit or
store the same amount of data in fewer bits. There are a
variety of data compression techniques, but only a few
have been standardized. In many cases, only some parts
of the exchanged information are really useful. Thus, in
these cases, information can be compressed before being
transmitted and/or stored. This compression enables to
reduce the processing and transfer time as well as the
storage capacity needed for data (Anne et al., 2008).

Typically, e-mail messages are moved across the
Internet using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
which utilizes the connection-oriented Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) to establish the connections
between two mail servers. The POP3 (Post Office
Protocol) is used to retrieve mails for individual users
from a server (Nand and Tong, 2002). The designed and
implemented e-mail system which contains embedded
data compression mechanisms that can be used for any
text written in any language is produced. The SMTP
protocol is extended to allow for the mail client and server
to negotiate compression which is transparent to the users.
The Unicode is used for representing the Chinese stroke
which requires 16-bit for each stroke representation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The system design is based on the Unicode
manipulation and processing regardless of the language
used. Due to the using of the Unicode, so that the email
message can be written in any language, like Chinese or
Arabic languages, but in our study the concentration is on
the email written in Chinese language. Notice that any
email written in any language will be saved and send as a
Rich Text File format in which automatically represent
each character using 8-bit. For that reason the size of the
file totally is increased because it has so many overhead.

Generating the table of characters: Let firstly name all
the characters, numbers, and symbols etc. before
compression for simplicity as M which is an array
contains K elements. And name the table of M as an
encoding message table.The algorithm of compression
and decompression is based on the generating the table of
M which is using and reading the message without
redundancy. The proposed system or program will give
each element K in the M the index starting from zero
including the space.

Note: the system is used for the Rich Text file contents as
whole, but for clarification, the message without the
overhead of the rich Text format is taken.

Determining the number of bits: After the construction
of the encoding message table, the number of required
bits that represents the index number is determined as
follows:

Let n be the number of required bits, then 2n$ the
number of M in the encoding message table. For example
if the table contains 24 elements, then 25$24, so in this
example the number of required bits =5.

Conversion to the binary system: The number that
represents each K in M as index is converted to binary
number from the decimal. The number of bits of these
binary numbers must be equal to the number of bits. So
each M has the same number of bits to represent its index
number produced in section of (Generating the table of
characters). The number of bits that represents each K can
be seen as small as it was in the original, prior of
generating the encoding message table and giving the
index.

Recompensing M: Each K member is recompensedby its
corresponding binary number so that each K member in M
has its own binary representation. 

Bit stream balancing: The total length of bits for all
members of M must be divisible by 8 without reminder
for balancing the stream of binary. That means, the
number of bit stream/8 = integer number. If it does not

equal to integer number then zeros (pad) in the right of the
final bit in the stream bits of M elements must be added.
To determine the number of required zeros to be added for
balancing, the following pseudo code must be used:

If BinaryStringLength mod 8! = 0
then
Pad = 8- BinaryStringLength mod 8
else
Pad = 0

In example, let the Binary String Length =132, 132 mod
8! = 0 then the Pad (no. of zeros to be added) = 8-(132
mod 8) = 4. So, four zeros must be add.

Determining the size of the message: Prior of computing
the size of the message, the most important note must be
mentioned is: We cannot determine the size of the
message exactly because we don’t  know the size of the
overhead so that the file as a whole (original message
with its Rich Text File format overhead) is compressed.
But in the following example the message without
overhead is supposed to clarify the algorithm.

The form of the message is always a collection of the
sequences of bits, their values are from 0 to 255 and
divided into the bytes. These sequences of bits are for:

C Encoding message table
C 8 bits for the pad (balancing bits)
C The compressed message

Let the number of bits that represent the index in the
encoding message table = X. The number of bits that are
used to represent the stroke (Chinese character) =16 bits
for each stroke (Unicode).Note, the meaning of the
characters in our paper may be the stroke of Chinese
language or it may be any other character like (“).
Let Y be the number of bits for the compressed message.
Then the size of the message after the compression =
encoding message table size + 8 (pre-saved for the pad)+
Y.

 Compression ratio = (The size of the message after
the compression - the size of the message before the
compression) / the size of the message before the
compression * 100%

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the algorithm can be illustrated by the
following example:

Consider the following text (email message) which is in
plain text format and used for explaining the algorithm
only written in Chinese language:
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First of all the encoding message table as shown in Table
1 must be generated without redundancy.

The number of M in the Table 1 is from 0 to 57
which means there are58 elements. So, the number of bits
needed = 6, 26$58

The Unicode, which requires 16 bits to represent each
K in the example, be represented by 6 bits.

The size of the text before compression = number of
characters in the text*number of bits that represents each
character.

83*16=1328 bits

Note: 
C All the binary numbers must have the same number

of bits, the zeros are added to the left of the last bit
because the maximum number is 57 and it requires 6-
bit to be represented as binary number (3 in instance
is represented as 000011à 6 bits, not as 11à 2 bits).

C The email that will be sending is in Rich Text format
which has text overhead containing many attributes.
But we take the plain text email message in the paper
as an example and for explaining the algorithm only.

C The greater the size of the message leads to increase
the compression ratio.

Binary representation of the original text: Each
character in the original text is compensate by the
corresponding 6-bit gotten from Table 1.

After each character is represented by 6-bit binary
number, and in order to make these numbers in a form
that can be stored in the computer; the following must be
done:

Let N be the name of the binary stream that is gotten
from the Table 2 and must be re-arranged in the form of
8-bits as follows:

00000000||00010000||10000011||00010000||01010001||1
0000111||00100000||00010001||00000110||00100100||10
100010||11001100||00110100||11100011||11010000||010
00101||00100100||11010100||01010101||00010101||1010

1111||01100001||10010110||10011011||01110001||11010
111||10011111||00101010||00001000||01100010||100011
10||01000001||11100101||10011010||01010001||1101011
1||00010010||01111010||00101001||10101010||10110001
||10000111||10000010||11001011||01100011||00011010||
10111011||10101111||01001000||00010001||00000110||1
1000011||00011011||10110010||11001111||01001011||10
110101||11011000||01100001||11110111||11100001||001
01110||01000000||.

Note: the characters || are used only for clarification and
splitting each 8-bit. And the pad =6.

Converting the numbers from binary to decimal: In
this section, N must be converted to decimal system as
follows:

0||16||131||16||81||135||32||17||6||36||162||204||52||227||208
||69||36||212||85||21||175||97||150||155||113||215||159||42||8
||98||142||65||229||154||81||215||18||122||41||170||177||135||
130||203||99||26||187||175||72||17||6||195||27||178||207||75||
181||216||97||247||225||46||64|| .

Getting the compressed text: The text file of format
UTF-8 is generated by the program for saving the decimal
numbers as follows:

C M element’s from the Table1 are written in the first
line of the file, and as follows:

C Enter the new line.
C Pad with the array of generated decimal numbers

So, the final compressed text that is to be send has the
following parts:

Part 1:

Part 2: New line: for splitting the table from the text
code.
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Table 1: Encoding message
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Table 2: Binary representation of Chinese characters according to the example

“

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
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Table 2: (Continued)

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

G o ”
1 0 1
1 1 1
1 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Part 3: â œå“ˆå°”æ»(å·¥ä2šå¤§å|ï¼ˆï¼‰æˆ
ç«‹äºŽ1920å¹'ã ‚8å Žè'§æŸœç  å¤'å·²ç» å ‘å±•ä2ºè‘å
çš„å¤šç§‘ä2Žç(‹å’Œç ”ç©¶åž‹æ 2å¿ƒå›½ç± æ˜6å…(ä¹
ä2ªä2é‡ ç‚¹ä¹‹ä2 â  

Notice that the word “space” in the Table 1 is written
only for calcification, in reality it is empty.

Determining the size of compressed file: 

Size of M in Table 1 = 
no. of characters in the table * 
no. of bits needed for each character, in the example:

Size of M in Table 1 = 
58 * 16 bytes (Unicode) = 928 bits.

Number of bytes needed for new line (\n\r) which splits
the table from the text code = 3 bytes = 24 bits

Number of bits used for storing the pad = 
8 bits and its location is in the start of the text code to
be easy for retrieving the original text and knowing
the number of exceeding bits.

Size of the text before the compression = 
number of character * number of bits used for
representing each character.

Size of the text after compression = 
928+(6 for pad)+24(for new line)+
8(used for saving 6-bit pad)=966.

In the example 6 zeros are added for pad and saved as
00000110 

Applying the algorithm on a Rich Text File format
message used in the email: The algorithm is applied now
on the same Chinese text but in the format of rich text not
plain text. The result will be shown in the Fig. 1 which is
the interface of the program written in C# programming
language (Weldon, 2007).

As shown in the Fig. 1, the Chinese text is translated
to the Rich Text File format. The whole message is:

{\rtf1\fbidis\ansi\ansicpg1256\deff0\deflang2049{\fonttb
l{\f0\fswiss\fprq2\fcharset0Calibri;}{\f1\fnil\fprq2\fchar
set134SimSun;}{\f2\fnil\fcharset0SegoeUI;}}\viewkind4
\uc1\pard\ltrpar\lang1033\b\f0\fs22\ldblquote\f1\'b9\'fe\
'b6\'fb\'b1\'f5\'b9\'a4\'d2\'b5\'b4\'f3\'d1\'a7\'a3\'a8\'b9\'f
e\'b9\'a4\'b4\'f3\'a3\'a9\'b3\'c9\'c1\'a2\'d3\'da\f01920\f1\
'c4\'ea\'a1\'a3\f089\f2-f1\'c4\'ea\'ba\'f3\f0\f1\'bb\'f5\'b9
\'f1\'c2\'eb\'cd\'b7\'d2\'d1\'be\'ad\'b7\'a2\'d5\'b9\'b3\'c9\'
ce\'aa\'d6\'f8\'c3\'fb\'b5\'c4\'b6\'e0\'d1\'a7\'bf\'c6\'d3\'eb
\'bf\'c6\'d1\'a7\f0\f1\'b9\'a4\'b3\'cc\'ba\'cd\'d1\'d0\'be\'bf\
'd0\'cd\'b4\'f3\'d1\'a7\'ce\'aa\'ba\'cb\'d0\'c4\'b5\'c4\'b4\'f
3\'d0\'cd\'b9\'fa\'bc\'ae\'a1\'a3\'b9\'fe\'b9\'a4\'b4\'f3\'ca\'
c7\'c8\'ab\'b9\'fa\'be\'c5\'b8\'f6\'d6\'d0\'b9\'fa\'d6\'d8\'b5
\'e3\'b4\'f3\'d1\'a7\'d6\'ae\'d2\'bb\'a1\'a3\f0\rdblquote\la
ng2049\b0\f2\fs24\par}

Then the encoding message table of the above rich text is
generated as shown in Fig. 2.

Finally the message is send as a series of bits as
shown in Fig. 3 and they are splitting as a byte which
means each character is represented as 8-bit.
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Fig. 1: Algorithm implementation interface

Fig. 2: The generation of the encoding message

Compression ratio = (710-877)/877 *100% = -19%

The negative sign means that the size of the message
is decreased. But if the sign is positive that means there is
increasing in the size and the compression method is not
work properly, this may happen if the size of the message
is small. So, the algorithm is working efficiently and
properly for the big sizes of the messages. For that reason,
the algorithm can be expanded in using; such that it can
be used for the attached file which always has a big size.

Fig. 3: The binary representation of the message

CONCLUSION

The compression method provides some features of
changing the message, so that the message is encoded. By
this, it empowers the next operation-encryption if needed
because this method of compression provides the security
and make the text file contents are changed completely
which cannot be recognized by third parity person who
wants to make a passive attack. The efficiency and the
ratio of compression with the power of security, are
increasing as the size of the message is increased. That
mean our scheme is better for using not only in email
message compression and security, but also in the file
attached to such email which almost has a big size. 
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